APPENDIX -I
[See Rule 37 of GFR'S]

INTRUCTIONS FOR REGULATING THE ENFORCEMENT OF
RESPONSIBILITYFOR LOSSES, ETC.
The cardinal principle governing the assessment of responsibility is that, every
Government officer should exercise the same vigilance in respect of expenditure from public
fund generally as a person of ordinary prudence would exercise in respect of the expenditure and
the custody of his own money. While, the competent authority may, in special cases, condone an
officer's honest errors of judgment involving financial loss if the officer can show that he has
acted in good faith and done his best up to the limits of his ability and experience, personal
liability shall be strictly enforced against all officers who are dishonest, careless or negligent in
the duties entrusted to them.
1.

2.
In cases where loss is due to delinquencies of subordinate officials and where it appears
that this has been facilitated by laxity of supervision on the part of a superior officer, the latter
shall also be called strictly to account and his personal liability in the matter carefully assessed.
3. (a) The question of enforcing pecuniary liability shall always be considered as well as the
question of other forms, of disciplinary action. In deciding the degree of an officer's pecuniary
liability, it will be necessary to look not only to the circumstance of the case but also to the
financial circumstances of the officer, since it should be recognized that the penalty should not
be such as to impair his future efficiency. (b) In particular if the loss has occurred through fraud, every endeavor should be made to
recover the whole amount lost from the guilty persons and if laxity of supervision has facilitated
the fraud, the supervising officer at fault may pr9perly be penalized either directly by requiring
him to make good in money a sufficient proportion of the loss or indirectly by reduction or
stoppage of his increments of pay.
(c) It should always be considered whether the depreciated value of' the Government property or
equipment lost, damaged or destroyed by the carelessness of individuals entrusted with their
care should be recovered from the delinquent official. The depreciated value of the stores may
be calculated by applying the 20% of depreciation in the case of vehicles, including cycles, and
15% in the ease of calculating machines, on the reduced balance every year. The amount to be
recovered may be limited to the Government servant's capacity to pay.
4. When a pensionable Government servant is concerned in any irregularity or loss, the authority
investigating the case shall bear in mind the provisions contained in Central Civil Services
(Pension) Rules, 1972 as amended from time to time and immediately inform the Audit Officer
and/or the Accounts Officer, as the case may be, responsible for reporting on his title to Pension
or Death-Cum-Retirement Gratuity, and the authority competent to sanction Pension or DeathCum-Retirement Gratuity and it will be the duty of the latter to make a note the information and

see that the Gratuity or Death-Cum-Retirement Gratuity is not paid before a conclusion is
arrived at as regards the Government servant's culpability and final orders are issued thereon.
5. The fact that Government servants who were quality of frauds or irregularities have been
demobilized or have retired and have thus escaped punishment, should not be made a
justification for absolving those who are also guilty but who still remain in service.
6. It is of the greatest importance to avoid delay in the investigation of any loss due to fraud,
negligence, financial irregularity, etc. Should the administrative authority require the assistance
of the Audit Officer and/or the Accounts Officer, as the case may be, in pursuing the
investigation, he may call on that officer for all vouchers and other documents that may be
relevant to the investigation; and if the investigation is complex and he needs the assistance' of
an expert Audit Officer / Accounts Officer to unravel it, he should apply forthwith for that
assistance to Government which will then negotiate with Audit Officer and/or the Accounts
Officer concerned for the services of an investigating staff. Thereafter, the administrative
authority and the Audit / Accounts Authority shall be personally responsible within their
respective spheres, for the expeditious conduct of the enquiry. In any case in which it appears
that recourse to judicial proceedings is likely, the Special Police Establishment or the State
Police should be associated with the investigation.
7. Depending upon the results of the inquiry, departmental proceedings and/or prosecution shall
be instituted at the earliest moment :against the delinquent officials concerned and conducted
with strict adherence to the Central Civil Services (Classification, Control and Appeal) Rules,
1957,. and other instructions prescribed in this regard by Government.
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